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An open forum was hosted at the 
University of Northern Iowa on the 
topic of college affordability. This was 
only one of four on college campuses 
nationwide.
The goal of the open forum, 
put on by the U.S. Department of 
Education, was to receive input on 
President Barack Obama’s plan for 
higher education funding, expected 
to be in use by the 2015-16 school 
year.
Roberta Johnson, director of 
financial aid at Iowa State and rep-
resentative at the forum, said state 
funding for Iowa State has dropped 
dramatically in the last several 
decades.
“In 1981, the general educa-
tion funding for our regent institu-
tions was 77.4 percent of our bud-
get,” Johnson said. “In 2013, this now 
represents only 35 percent of our 
budget.”
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, also 
expressed his concerns with the drop 
in state funding for higher education.
“[State legislatures] have figured 
out, ‘Aha, we’ll cut our state fund-
ing for Iowa State. … Our Regents, 
we’ll cut those. And guess what? The 
schools will then have increased tu-
ition, and then guess what? The fed-
eral government will come in and 
give more aid to students. So we’ll 
dump it all on the federal govern-
ment,’” Harkin said.
Harkin said that when state legis-
latures gave more funding to schools, 
student debt was not as much of an 
issue.
“In the last, I don’t know, 20 years 
... college tuition has [gone up] 250 
percent; family incomes have only 
gone up 16 percent,” Harkin said.
Johnson said ISU students are 
currently graduating with an average 
of $30,000 in debt.
She also touched on funding 
MAGIC,
ISU, Harkin discuss college funding at 
forum on affordability of education
By Brian.Voss
@iowastatedaily.com
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ISU students build 
28-foot Lego man 
for homelessness
By David.Gerhold
@iowastatedaily.com
LEGO p6 >>
It’s Ryan Francois’ larg-
est and most ambitious 
project yet: constructing a 
27.8-foot tall Lego man en-
tirely out of cardboard for 
the 2013 Reggie’s Sleepout.
“Move a little bit over 
to the left; we don’t want 
the head to tip over, be-
cause then we really have 
a problem,” said Francois, 
senior in civil engineering, 
as his colleagues moved the 
levers of four lifts carrying 
a giant 8-foot cardboard 
head.
Every year, people 
gather at Drake Stadium 
in Des Moines for Reggie’s 
Sleepout to raise awareness 
for the homeless youth in 
the Des Moines area, said 
Toby O’Berry, director of 
the Iowa Homeless Youth 
Centers.
The event is dedicated 
to Reggie Kelsey, who aged 
The stage was set in front of a sold out Hilton Coliseum.Dick Vitale, calling his 
first game in Ames for a national 
television audience, drew a crowd 
everywhere he went. Johnny Orr 
and Fred Hoiberg emerged from 
the tunnel to a standing ovation. 
Even ISU recruiting target Rashad 
Vaughn drew chants.
With the lights shining in 
every other direction, it was ISU 
senior forward Melvin Ejim who 
shined the brightest of all, leading 
Iowa State to a 77-70 upset against 
No. 7 Michigan in a game he wasn’t 
initially expected to play in.
“This is my last go-around; 
I’m with a great group of guys, 
and I want it to be special,” said 
Ejim, who scored a game-high 22 
points to go with nine rebounds. 
“Just to get back and to play with 
these guys, go out and enjoy this 
game with them was really my 
motivation.”
Michigan (2-1) threatened 
to pull away from Iowa State (3-
0) when Glenn Robinson III hit a 
3-pointer with 12:47 remaining in 
the game to push the Wolverines, 
last season’s national runners-up, 
ahead by eight.
ISU coach Fred Hoiberg 
promptly called a timeout.
“A team can go one of two 
ways when you call that timeout,” 
Hoiberg said. “They can go out and 
feel sorry for themselves and go 
back out with their heads down, or 
they can regroup and get together 
and find a way to pull back in it. 
I’m glad that’s what they decided 
to do.”
The Cyclones went on a 5-0 
run during the next 37 seconds 
and they drew within three points. 
When Michigan moved back 
ahead by six on a hard dunk from 
Nik Stauskas minutes later, it was 
Ejim who stepped up, hitting a 3.
“He rose up and knocked 
down, maybe the most important 
shot of the game, when they were 
backed off him,” Hoiberg said. “I 
was over there yelling to shoot it. 
He just rose up with confidence 
and had great rhythm and knocked 
down a big shot.”
The Cyclones took the lead 
with 6:29 remaining in the game, 
their first lead since the 18:24 mark 
of the second half.
“Of course, once they got the 
lead then, that building gets jump-
ing, and we missed some pretty 
good shots during that time that 
could have quieted them,” said 
Michigan coach John Beilein. “It 
just wasn’t meant to be.”
Iowa State used a 7-1 run 
to pull ahead before Michigan 
eventually drew within one. The 
Cyclones sealed their first victory 
against a top-10 nonconference 
opponent at Hilton Coliseum 
since the Cyclones beat No. 7 
Iowa in 1987, with an 8-2 run to 
end the game, prompting fans to 
storm onto the court.
Ejim, who had missed Iowa 
State’s first two games with a hy-
perextended left knee, was origi-
nally expected to miss four to six 
weeks of game play. His return 
Sunday came with just more than 
two weeks out of play.
“Melvin, you can’t say enough 
about him,” Hoiberg said. “I told 
him in my office yesterday, ‘If you 
do get the green light, I’m going to 
gradually ease you back into this 
thing.’ I think I took him out for 
two minutes in the second half.
“This one’s hard to top for 
Mel.”
When the spotlight was on 
everything else surrounding the 
game, Ejim took center stage. Now, 
after the first big win of the season, 
it’s a matter of keeping the mo-
mentum going.
“This is huge for our pro-
gram,” Niang said. “For our fans to 
see a team winning like this, this is 
huge for them. For them to camp 
out all night and then to see this, 
it’s just awesome for our program, 
and I’m just excited for things that 
are in the future for us.”
BABY
By Alex.Halsted
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Ke Lu/ISU athletic department
Cyclone fans surround Dick Vitale, college basketball commentator of 30 years, who called his first game at Hilton 
Coliseum. Vitale used his trademark phrase, “It’s awesome, baby,” as Iowa State won 77-70 against No. 7 Michigan.
“This is huge for our program, for our 
fans to see a team
—GEORGES NIANG
WINNING
like this, this is huge for them.
Fans storm court 
after 77-70 upset  
of No. 7 Michigan
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
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to Unravel the 
Secrets of 
the Tornado 
Bill Gallus has always been obsessed with the weather. Raised in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, a place known for its 
infamous oods, his fascination evolved from a weather diary as a rst grader to researching severe storms as an 
Iowa State meteorology professor and storm chaser. Gallus was on the team that pioneered development of Iowa 
State's tornado simulator, the rst of its kind to create a moving tornado large enough to simulate the eects of a 
twister on dierent types of structures. 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES
Dean’s Lecture Series
Monday
November 18, 2013
7 pm
Great Hall
Memorial Union
Bill Gallus
is talk will be given in memory of Tim Samaras, an 
engineer, scientist, and storm chaser who collaborated 
over nine years with Iowa State. Tim was killed while 
deploying instruments in an Oklahoma tornado on May 31.
Cosponsor: Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
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Weather
Mostly sunny.
Mostly sunny and breezy. 
Mostly cloudy with a slight 
chance of rain.
Nov. 13 
An individual reported the  
theft of a laptop computer 
at Gerdin Business Building 
(reported at 2:20 p.m.).
An individual purchased a  
phone and later wanted to 
determine whether it had  
been stolen at the Armory 
(reported at 6 p.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a license plate at Lot 61C 
(reported at 5:50 p.m.).
Nov. 14
Kelsey Morrissey, 21, 1415 
Coconino Drive, Apt 202, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated  
at Beach Road and Lincoln  
Way (reported at 2:22 a.m.).
A truck driven by Micheal 
Chaplin struck a parked vehicle 
at the 2200 block of Lincoln Way 
(reported at 7:37 a.m.).
A truck driven by Timothy 
Bouska struck a parked car at 
Lot B1 (reported at 8:08 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of an iPhone at Hilton Coliseum 
(reported at 9:21 a.m.).
A vehicle in traffic struck a 
parked car at Lot 21 (reported  
at 2:52 p.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a parked car at Lot 93 
(reported at 3:30 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Matthew 
Peters struck a parked car at  
Lot 89 (reported at 8:34 p.m.).
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Police Blotter 
Danielle Gallet de St Aurin be-
lieves that dancing is the strongest 
tie to a nation’s culture and that’s 
what makes it so much fun.
Kicking off International Week, 
the International Student Council 
hosted an international dance night 
on Friday.
“We discussed what we could 
do to represent our different inter-
national groups and their cultures,” 
Gallet, sophomore in dietetics and 
member of the International Student 
Council, said. “And the dances were 
the first thing that came to our 
minds.”
One of the groups participating 
at Dance Night was the Bollywood 
Dance Club.
“We will teach you a small por-
tion of the routine we performed 
at Diwali Night,” said Darcy Besch, 
junior in sociology and president of 
the Bollywood Dance Club.
The routine was called Dhating 
Naach, which translates into “crazy 
awesome dance.” Besch stated that 
the dance routine was exactly what 
translates to being, an utterly ridicu-
lous dance, even when compared to 
other Bollywood songs.
Besch started out by teaching 
simple steps to the participants and 
applied each move to a name such as 
“think,” “level” or “escape” to make it 
more accessible.
“I am so happy with the results, 
everyone was cheering loudly and 
having fun, which was the main 
goal,” Besch said. “If they learned 
the steps and managed to do it per-
fectly, that’s awesome, but it’s much 
more important that I exposed them 
to Bollywood for one night.”
Besch said the main challenge 
was the coordination of all the dif-
ferent steps at such a fast pace. She 
stated that Dhating Naach consists 
of movements that people usually 
wouldn’t do, especially Americans 
are not used to that type of move-
ment at all.
“It was awesome, I’ve always 
wanted to dance Bollywood-style,” 
said Nicole Valderrabano, senior in 
aerospace engineering. “Normally, 
I’m really not the first one out on the 
dance floor at parties, but tonight 
everyone was dancing and having 
fun, so I just loved it.”
Gallet and her team combined 
Dance Night with a fundraiser for 
the non-government organization 
Orphan Sponsorship International.
“My uncle founded the organi-
zation and I act as kind of a spokes-
person for it,” said Molly Sexton, 
sophomore in child, adult and fam-
ily services.
“Orphan Sponsorship Inter- 
national has built orphan homes 
in Russia, Bulgaria, Sri Lanka and 
India. We will split the funds to the 
certain areas of the foundation.”
The second dance students 
were exposed to at Dance Night was 
salsa. Ian Herrman of Descarga atin 
Dance Club taught participants the 
basic steps of salsa dancing.
“The hard part about salsa danc-
ing is that it is not a single person’s 
dance, it’s a couple’s dance, so there 
is a lead and a follow,” Herrman said. 
“For some people, it can be really 
hard to let someone else lead them, 
so coordinating can be pretty tough 
at first even though the moves are 
very simple.”
Herrman told the students not 
to be afraid of their partners and to 
always stay on beat with the music.
Herrman said that dancing is 
amazing to him, because it gives 
him both freedom and control, “you 
have a set style and a set number of 
moves, but within them you can ex-
press yourself however you want to.”
Arunabha Roy, graduate in aero-
space engineering, said that he has 
been interested in dance since his 
childhood.
“When I heard that salsa would 
be taught today, I was immediately 
in, because I really wanted to learn 
that,” Roy said.
Roy stated that he has joined 
several dance clubs such as the 
Ballroom Dance Club and the Swing 
Dance Club at Iowa State.
“Salsa dancing was pretty fun, 
because it has a lot of energy behind 
it,” Valderrabano said. “You’ve got to 
have the hips for it, though, which 
made it pretty hard for me.”
Sexton said that she would love 
to make Dance Night an annual 
event.
“People were excited and had 
lots of fun, so I have high hopes for 
it,” Sexton said.
By David.Gerhold
@iowastatedaily.com
Dance night offers taste of salsa, Bollywood
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the rest of 
campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
Monday
International Week:  
International bazaar
When
7 to 9 p.m.
What
As part of International 
Week celebrations, the 
international bazaar 
will feature numerous 
cultural activities and  
is free to students.
Where
Sun Room,  
Memorial Union
ISU Chamber Orchestra 
with Sonja Giles
When
      7:30 to 9 p.m.
What
The ISU Chamber 
Orchestra will perform 
with Sonja Giles on 
flute and under the di-
rection of Erik Richards.
Where
Martha-Ellen  
Tye Recital Hall,  
Music Building
Brandi Boyett/Iowa State Daily
Visitors purchase baklava, kuih bakar and curry from the Muslim Student Association at Inter-
national Food Night on Sunday at the Memorial Lutheran Church. The event was part of the 
International Student Council’s International Week.
ISU students sample worldly foods
Baklava, kopi teh, ma-
sala chai and momo. These 
were a few of the meals 
from all around the world 
that were sold at Food Night 
on Sunday.
Seven student associa-
tion groups came together 
and presented their tradi-
tional cuisines as part of 
International Week.
“In the last few years, 
we had an International 
Dessert and Snack Fair, but 
for this year, we wanted 
to change things up and 
give students a chance to 
serve hot food as well,” said 
Firdaus Ridzuan, event co-
ordinator of the Food Night 
and senior in geology.
Ridzuan said the goal is 
to give students an oppor-
tunity to try food they don’t 
normally see around Ames, 
since not everyone has the 
money or opportunity to 
travel around.
Aimi Nik Adnan, of the 
Muslim Student Association 
and junior in physics, sold a 
mixture of Middle-Eastern 
and Malaysian food.
“Baklava, for example, 
is more of a dessert you 
have on holidays or when 
you have guests coming 
over,” Adnan said. “We tried 
to keep it simple and serve 
everyday food that you 
would typically see in the 
Middle Eastern countries.”
Not all the inter- 
national associations were 
able to attend Food Night, 
including the French 
Student Organization.
“We’re a little short 
on European food tonight, 
which is a shame,” Ridzuan 
said. “The French Student 
Organization actually want-
ed to participate, but the 
group is too small, so they 
don’t have enough people 
to cook.”
The Indian Student 
Association chose their 
food based on how easily 
and quick it could be made.
“We only had two 
hours to prepare it, so we 
decided to go with bhel — 
that’s puffed rice freshly 
mixed with onions, pota-
toes, meat, chili and several 
Indian spices — and masala 
chai — an Indian tea,” said 
Vivek Lawana, executive 
officer of the International 
Student Association.
James Dorsett, direc-
tor of the International 
Students and Scholars 
Office, tried Taiwanese food 
and Indian bhel.
“Wow, that was really 
hot, but it was also really, 
really good,” Dorsett said.
Sam Ennett, sopho-
more in global resource sys-
tems, said he’s usually more 
into Mexican food.
“That’s not too surpris-
ing, I know,” Ennett said. 
“But I do love international 
food in general. It’s a new 
experience every time.”
Ennett said he felt like 
Food Night helped to bring 
the student body a little bit 
closer together.
“We just come together 
and share food,” Ennett 
said. “It’s fun.”
Jyoti Woli, of the Nepal 
Student Association and 
sophomore in pre-busi-
ness, said her group ran out 
of food after 30 minutes.
“The interest was much 
bigger than expected,” Woli 
said. “I was surprised how 
many people liked our 
momo, a traditional form of 
dumpling from Nepal.” 
Ridzuan said food is 
something that goes be-
yond any language barrier.
“Even if you don’t un-
derstand anything, you’ll 
always understand food, 
because everybody eats 
food,” Ridzuan said.
Ridzuan said food 
serves as a casual way for 
people to bond and talk 
about their cultures.
“You can start an en-
gaging conversation, sim-
ply by asking, ‘Hey, what are 
you eating?’” Ridzuan said. 
“And that’s what we try to 
do here.”
The money raised on 
Food Night will be donated 
to the Red Cross to help out 
the Philippines after last 
week’s typhoon.
“It is important to 
consider that, while we’re 
enjoying our food right 
here, these people down 
there don’t even have a 
roof, so we do whatever 
we can to help them out,” 
Ridzuan said
By David.Gerhold
@iowastatedaily.com
Food Night adds 
global flavors to 
spice up Ames
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For Bill Gallus, unraveling the secrets 
in the unpredictable world of tornadoes 
has been a difficult challenge.
Gallus, professor of geological and 
atmospheric sciences and storm chaser, 
will be discussing this world Monday, Nov. 
18, during his lecture, “The Difficult Quest 
to Unravel the Secrets of the Tornado,” at 
7 p.m. in the Great Hall at the Memorial 
Union.
“The key points in my lecture will 
be the various challenges that tornadoes 
present to researchers. Within discussion 
of those, I will discuss what we know about 
thunderstorm formation, development of 
rotation in storms and our best guesses as 
to the final ingredients that can result in a 
tornado,” Gallus said.
“I will also make the point that to get 
the information we need to understand 
tornadoes better, we have had to take 
some risks and place instruments in the 
path of the tornadoes. I will also talk a bit 
about what we have been able to learn 
about tornadoes through the damage they 
do.”
Gallus developed his passion for tor-
nado research at a young age. He claims 
that researching tornadoes is his form of 
climbing Mt. Everest.
“I feel as though my passion for torna-
do research and storm chasing has always 
been present; it is simply a fact of life com-
ing from the fact that I am fascinated by 
weather. Similar to a mountain-climber re-
ally wanting to tackle Mt. Everest because 
it is the highest mountain, most of us who 
are interested in weather want to witness 
a tornado because it can be thought of as 
having the most extreme weather,” Gallus 
said.
One of Gallus’ fellow professor of geo-
logical and atmospheric sciences, William 
Gutowski, stressed the importance of tor-
nado awareness.
“Tornadoes can be extremely danger-
ous. People need to be given clear facts 
without embellishment about how unpre-
dictable tornadoes are and the destruction 
they can cause. I get concerned when I see 
people thinking of storm chasing as some-
thing fun and exciting to do,” Gutowski 
said.
Gutowski said Gallus’ lecture is a good 
way to beef up a person’s knowledge of tor-
nadoes along with other extreme weather.
“The most immediate way [to learn 
about tornadoes] is to attend Bill’s lecture, 
and ask him questions. He is an expert on 
this topic,” Gutowski said.
Gallus said he hopes people walk 
away from his lecture armed with a better 
sense of how tornadoes work.
“I hope people leave the lecture know-
ing what is needed for the atmosphere to 
produce a tornado, and knowing why we 
still cannot accurately determine which 
storms will produce tornadoes and which 
will not. I also hope they understand why 
some tornado researchers have to put 
themselves in harm’s way,” Gallus said.
“I am not sure if people are well-edu-
cated about tornadoes. I would guess they 
don’t understand how they form, at least 
not in detail, but I would also guess they 
do understand that they are destructive. 
Perhaps the biggest thing I think people 
do not understand is how hard it can be to 
stay safe in a strong tornado. Just because 
you go into a bathroom or basement does 
not mean you will be fine.”
Gallus also said there are many ways 
to expand your knowledge on extreme 
weather besides his lecture.
“People can become more aware of 
the dangers if they do a little research. The 
National Weather Service provides infor-
mation over the Internet. Media coverage 
of big events like the Joplin tornado should 
make people think and become better 
aware of how bad tornadoes can be. In 
general, after a near miss, people improve 
their actions regarding tornado safety.”
Gallus stated that he will be dedicat-
ing the lecture to Tim Samaras, a colleague 
of his who died following a tornado in 
Oklahoma in May 2013.
“I guess I find it somewhat healing to 
be able to dedicate the talk to him,” Gallus 
said. “In a professional scientific relation-
ship, it seems like you make a point to stay 
focused on the job to be done, and you 
don’t often talk about other things like 
feelings or telling the collaborator how you 
value them.”
“When someone passes away, you 
lose those opportunities. Being able to 
dedicate this talk to Tim, who gave me 
some of the more interesting slides and 
videos that I will show, feels like an oppor-
tunity to express how much I valued his 
friendship and collaboration.”
The Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center was col-
ored teal Sunday morning 
as Dance Marathon hosted 
its first-ever “tealtastic” 
volleyball tournament.
Ten teams and more 
than 100 participants 
gathered at Lied to help 
raise money for ISU Dance 
Marathon, which raises 
money for the University 
of Iowa Children’s Hospital 
through Children’s Miracle 
Network Hospitals.
About three months 
ago, co-directors of 
Community Development 
for Dance Marathon, 
Woody Heidler and Chloe 
Just, came up with the idea 
for a volleyball tourna-
ment as a fundraiser after 
an earlier event that they 
held wasn’t as successful 
as they had hoped.
“Originally we had an 
event called Teal Wheels, 
and it just wasn’t very suc-
cessful, so Chloe and I de-
cided we wanted to drop 
that and start something 
new,” Heidler said. “We 
knew that students like 
to play volleyball; it’s re-
ally easy, it’s indoors, we 
don’t have to worry about 
weather, so we just de-
cided to do a volleyball 
tournament.”
Even though it is the 
first year the tournament 
has been put on, Just 
hopes that they can con-
tinue to do it in the years 
to come.
“Our hope is that this 
will continue as kind of a 
Dance Marathon tradition 
year after year,” Just said.
Anyone was able to 
participate in the tourna-
ment, not just students 
who have dedicated the 
time to raising money for 
the big Dance Marathon 
event in January. Even 
Ames community mem-
bers were encouraged to 
come out and play and 
raise awareness for the 
cause.
“Part of it being a 
community development 
event, we’re trying to just 
get Dance Marathon out 
to a demographic that may 
not know about it, or be 
signed up already,” Heidler 
said. “So yes, originally we 
are going to raise money 
from doing the tourna-
ment, but we’re hoping to 
gain interest of more peo-
ple who sign up for the big 
event in January.”
Although there won’t 
be another fundraiser 
of this caliber for Dance 
Marathon before the main 
event in January, they will 
be holding a few smaller 
family appreciation events 
and an alumni dinner dur-
ing the time before Dance 
Marathon.
Jen Sharpe, sopho-
more in sociology and 
communications, took 
part in the first annual 
tournament in the hopes 
to raise awareness for 
Dance Marathon.
“I know a lot of girls 
on the team didn’t even 
know anything about 
Dance Marathon before, 
and it reaches out to a big-
ger group of people to get 
them more interested to 
do it,” Sharpe said.
Dance Marathon’s 
main event is scheduled 
for Jan. 25, 2014.
“It’s Iowa State’s larg-
est student-run philan-
thropy, so it’s something 
you don’t want to miss 
out on,” Heidler said. 
“It’s something fun to do 
with your friends on a 
cold weekend in January 
and you won’t know what 
you’re missing until you 
try it.”
Just stressed the 
importance of Dance 
Marathon and all of the 
good that the organization 
does.
“Dance Marathon is 
an organization that al-
lows you to be a part of 
something that’s so much 
bigger than yourself and 
something that’s actually 
real life that matters for 
real people outside of Iowa 
State,” Just said. “Every 
dime that we raise really 
does truly make a differ-
ence in a child’s life.”
Dance Marathon hosts ‘tealtastic’ tournament
By Brian.Day
@iowastatedaily.com
By Blake.Dowson
@iowastatedaily.com
Brandi Boyett/Iowa State Daily
Students take part in the “tealtastic” volleyball fundraiser organized by ISU Dance Marathon on Sunday at the Lied Recreation Athletic Center.. More than 100 
participants played in the tournament, with the proceeds of which going to University of Iowa Children’s Hospital through Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals.
Storm chaser to unravel secrets of tornadoes at lecture
Courtesy of Iowa State University
ISU professor and storm chaser Bill Gallus will 
give a lecture on tornadoes Monday. He said 
he is dedicating the talk to his colleague who 
died in a tornado last May in Oklahoma.
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After Thanksgiving 
break, the world will once 
again stop to commemorate 
the millions of lives lost to 
the AIDS pandemic during 
the past 32 years. Every year 
on Dec. 1, World AIDS Day, 
people living with HIV and 
their advocates, along with 
health providers, celebrities 
and government officials 
host a multitude of events to 
celebrate our achievements 
in the fight against AIDS and 
remember those who have 
been lost.
Each year, the American 
government uses the day to 
reaffirm its commitment to 
ending AIDS in some way or 
another. This year, President 
Barack Obama must not 
only commit to achieving an 
“AIDS-free generation” as he 
has in the past two years, but 
he must honor that commit-
ment by agreeing to scale up 
access to HIV treatment, and 
reflect this commitment in 
his 2015 fiscal year budget 
next January.
In 2003, President 
George W. Bush created the 
President’s Emergency Plan 
for AIDS Relief, a bilateral 
funding program from the 
United States. Over the past 
decade, the emergency plan, 
along with the multi-lateral 
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
tuberculosis and malaria, 
has revolutionized the fight 
against HIV in develop-
ing nations throughout the 
world. The emergency plan 
is seen as the most effective 
global health initiative, in 
framework and implemen-
tation, to address a single 
disease.
The two programs have 
effectively put millions of 
people on treatment and 
provided prevention and 
care services for many more. 
With an increase in funding 
from the U.S. government, 
the emergency plan and the 
Global Fund are the mecha-
nisms through which we will 
end this pandemic. By scal-
ing up the number of people 
on treatment we can reduce 
the infection rates and stay 
ahead of the epidemic.
If we do this now, we 
could reach zero new infec-
tions in fewer than 30 years.
As of 2013, emergency 
plan is providing treatment 
for approximately 6 million 
people. This World AIDS Day, 
Obama must agree to scale 
up treatment levels through 
emergency plan to put 12 
million people on treatment 
by 2016. If he does this, we 
will be on track to end AIDS 
in less than 30 years, and 
truly achieve an “AIDS-free 
generation.”
As Iowans, we have an 
especially crucial position 
as Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, 
is on the appropriations 
sub-committee of Labor, 
Health, Human Services and 
Education, allocating funds 
to both global and domestic 
health programs.
Call your legislators 
or let them know you care 
by writing a letter to your 
hometown newspaper urg-
ing for increases to global 
health initiatives or schedule 
a lobby visit with your state 
representative.
On campus, you can 
join with the ISU Global 
Health and AIDS Coalition 
(isughac@gmail.com) in 
advocating for global health 
initiatives.
We have the ability to 
end AIDS now.
Once upon a time there was a princess named Isabella. This princess lived in a castle 
perched on top of the world. Every year 
on her birthday, guests would travel 
from all across the world to see the 
royal princess. Only the guests with the 
best gifts were allowed to enter. Those 
with diamonds were allowed in; guests 
who brought her socks and underwear 
were tossed to the side and banished 
from the castle forever.
Each year, with every birthday, her 
collection grew. She had all kinds of 
nice things from diamonds and rubies 
to 100-inch flat screens and her own 
bowling alley, but what she lacked was 
a best friend. On her 17th birthday, 
her wishes came true. Her Aunt Julie 
brought her the best present she could 
ever ask for. What was this gift, you ask? 
A unicorn.
This wasn’t any regular unicorn, 
however. This was a majestic white uni-
corn with wings that stretched farther 
than the eye can see. Isabella complete-
ly ignored all of the other guests and 
went straight up to the unicorn. The 
name came to her instantly. “Angelina,” 
she thought out loud. “Angelina, the 
angelic one.”
Angelina and Isabella rode togeth-
er for hours upon end. Angelina would 
tuck her in at night, and Isabella would 
wake up in the morning and brush 
Angelina’s mane. They were instantly 
best friends, and Isabella knew they 
would be forever.
The day has arrived: Isabella’s 18th 
birthday. Although she had everything 
she could ever wish for, she was lacking 
something: freedom. Today was the 
day that she would leave for good. The 
princess stared down at the thousands 
of people waiting in line to enter the 
castle to celebrate this milestone birth-
day. She looked back at Angelina and 
nodded. They both knew that it was 
time.
Angelina and Isabella took the 
stairs up to the helicopter pad and 
she climbed upon her. Looking back 
at everything she was leaving behind, 
she clicked her heels and off they went, 
disappearing into the sunset, living 
happily ever after.
Great story, wasn’t it?
If you haven’t figured out that this 
was a fluff story by now, you’re probably 
a first-time reader. For those of you who 
don’t know, I am an opinion columnist 
with a little too much on my mind.
One thing I take pride in is my abil-
ity to speak my mind. I touch subjects 
most writers in the journalism industry 
wouldn’t dare mutter a word about. Not 
only do I do that, but no matter what 
happens, I stick by my beliefs. I stand 
up for what I believe in.
The opinion page is something 
you can’t write for if you have thin skin. 
I knew that when I came to the Daily. 
The purpose of my writing is to spark 
controversy. After all, if a column on the 
opinion page doesn’t make you angry, 
either you agree with the writer or they 
haven’t done their job correctly. When 
people get angry at my writing, that’s 
how I know I am doing my job correctly. 
People are often worried at some of the 
feedback that I receive for some of my 
opinions. However, I don’t look at it that 
way.
I look at it as a learning opportu-
nity. If I write a piece that doesn’t anger 
a handful of people, I know then that 
my writing is becoming boring. My col-
umns are not to try to persuade you to 
think one way or another, my columns 
are written to spark discussion with 
members who oppose my opinion. If 
I wrote about what everyone wants to 
hear, I wouldn’t be an opinion colum-
nist. I would be a news reporter.
All across the globe, if you were to 
search for opinion columns, you would 
find mostly the same type of writing: 
marijuana legalization, how technology 
is affecting today’s generation and a 
myriad of other overdone topics.
What’s the point? If you want to 
read all about those topics, simply 
Google “opinion columns” and I’m sure 
the top five hits will be on a topic along 
those lines.
I speak my opinion about things 
that I believe, which is precisely why I 
am an opinion columnist. Of course, 
my opinions are controversial. A friend 
once told me that in order to separate 
yourself from the others, print the 
truth. Don’t worry about what others 
think.
Writing whether you believe in the 
legalization of marijuana simply takes a 
computer and hands. Having the spine 
to stand up against nearly an entire 
society takes guts and heart.
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Columnist Danny Schnathorst argues that opinion column writing is for people who are willing to defend their beliefs. He believes 
columnists should strive to inspire discussion and debate, and not be afraid to write about controversial or original topics.
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Senior Sean Lundy calls for the help of fellow ISU students and 
Iowans to help support the fight against AIDS. With enough 
funding allocated to the cause, he claims we can end AIDS now.
Despite disagreement, 
columnists must stay 
strong in their beliefs
Sean Lundy is a senior in 
global resource systems  
and nutritional science.
By Danny.Schnathorst
@iowastatedaily.com
Opinion writing requires thick skin
Locally grown  
food offers best 
eco alternative
America has the power to end AIDS now
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Editorial
Letter to the editor
Food is perhaps the most basic product 
we consume. Ever since our distant ancestors 
first learned to grow and raise their own sus-
tenance, we have been moving ever onward in 
our quest to make bigger, better and cheaper 
food.
In that quest, the food industry has 
become much like the other industries of the 
world. Food is “manufactured” in one place 
and processed somewhere else, only to be sold 
at other locations to consumers spanning the 
globe.
That largely industrialized process might 
seem appropriate to those living in large 
population centers far removed from the fer-
tile plains that satisfy their collective hunger. 
Interestingly, in places like Iowa, we can look 
out our windows and see the fields where 
much of our food was grown. At the same 
time, the food on our plates might very well 
have traveled hundreds of miles on its journey 
to our stomachs.
What the food industry and market can-
not provide might be just as valuable though. 
Locally or self-grown foods can offer a wide 
array of benefits ranging from low cost to im-
proved local economies.
Supporting those who would grow food 
for local consumption is by no means a new 
phenomenon. Farmer’s markets have been 
around as long as there have been farmers 
and someone else willing to pay or trade for 
their food. Similarly, growing food for personal 
consumption, even among nonfarmers, is an 
age-old trend.
In our current world, however, it only 
makes sense that we would rather join in the 
nationwide market that promises consistent 
quality, year-round availability and convenient 
access to a host of different and even exotic 
foods.
Joining that market does not mean that 
we cannot also make sure some of our pur-
chases are local foods. Here at Iowa State, our 
dining services has been making just that ef-
fort. Since 2007, our Farm to ISU program has 
supported locally grown, organic or otherwise 
alternative food sources.
That partnership seeks to increase the 
strength of Iowa’s agricultural industry by 
buying directly from Iowa farmers and Iowa 
distributors. 
There is also something to be said about 
connecting an institution like Iowa State with 
its surrounding community. With many stu-
dents raised right here in Iowa, Iowa State can 
only benefit as an institution by giving back to 
the people of the state.
The food purchases that create such a 
connection are not simply charitable dona-
tions, though. The foods grown and sold 
through our Farm to ISU program and similar 
programs across the country have distinct 
benefits.
For one, organic foods, as many locally 
sold foods are, have a much smaller impact 
on the environment. The fact that organic 
produce and livestock are grown without syn-
thetic fertilizers or as much off-site processing 
means that they have fewer of the negative 
effects that many industrially produced goods 
will have.
In an age of high oil prices, transporta-
tion is also a major factor in the cost of food. 
By buying locally, there is little, if any, excess 
movement of foodstuffs. That lower travel time 
can also lead to fresher foods, decreasing the 
need for artificial preservatives.
Along with the lower processing and ad-
ditives that local foods contain, they allow for 
whole food alternatives. The health benefits of 
eating actual foods — not food products — are 
well known. 
In the words of Michael Pollan, who has 
written several well-known books on nutri-
tion and the food industry: “Eat food. Not too 
much. Mostly plants.”
It should be noted that all of this does 
not mean local foods are a perfect alternative. 
Locally grown foods and organic foods still 
incur transportation costs and still have an 
environmental impact even though they do 
provide benefits that other food sources just 
can’t give.
In a state like ours, where local food is a 
realistic option for any of us, we should follow 
our university’s example and look into at least 
supplementing our regular grocery purchases 
with locally grown food.
We should do this not only for our state’s 
economy or for our environment, but for 
ourselves.
Every day, each and every 
one of us is acting as a con-
sumer of food. However, having 
a conversation about where 
your food comes from is getting 
harder as people become more 
disconnected with agriculture.
Agricultural groups from 
across the United States have 
banded together to form an ed-
ucational group called the U.S. 
Farmers and Ranchers Alliance. 
This alliance consists of more 
than 80 farmer- and rancher-led 
organizations and partners rep-
resenting virtually all aspects of 
agriculture. The purpose of this 
group is to engage in dialogue 
with consumers who have ques-
tions about how today’s food is 
grown and raised.
Not only as an agricultur-
alist should we develop this 
understanding, but also simply 
as consumers of food. It is ex-
tremely important that we learn 
where our food comes from and 
how it is produced.
Growing up on a family 
farm, I have always had a pas-
sion and curiosity for how crops 
were grown. I remember the age 
when I was finally old enough 
to begin helping my own father 
with harvest. I had hundreds 
of questions for him whether 
it be about the buttons in the 
combine or why the corn was 
planted the way that it was.
There was one single ques-
tion that I haven’t forgotten ever 
since I was a little girl. I asked 
my father where the crops went 
after they left our farm, and 
whom did they feed?
“They will feed lots and lots 
of people,” he said, “and they 
will go all over.” I was young 
then and I didn’t know much 
about farming or agriculture. I 
did know, nonetheless, that my 
dad was feeding a lot of people.
To me, that was an inspir-
ing fact.
Soon, you, too, will have the 
opportunity to become inspired 
by how food and crops are pro-
duced and how they feed people 
all over the world: people like 
you and me. Nov. 19 is the date 
in which this dialogue approach 
is coming to Ames on Iowa 
State’s campus.
The Iowa Corn Growers 
Association and the Iowa Corn 
Promotion Board, in coopera-
tion with the U.S. Farmers and 
Ranchers Alliance will host 
“Food Dialogues: Iowa,” an 
event designed to answer ques-
tions about how food is grown 
and raised. This event is mir-
rored across the nation and it 
brings together experts on food 
issues, including farmers, for a 
panel discussion.
The dialogues have been 
in Boston, Chicago, New York, 
Los Angeles and more. We are 
extremely fortunate to be able 
to say that the dialogue will also 
be right here in Ames.
Previous food dialogues 
have covered issues dealing 
with food production, live-
stock and labeling. The “Food 
Dialogues: Iowa” event will 
focus on Genetically Modified 
Organisms, organically grown 
food and the definition of lo-
cal foods. The speakers in-
clude Wayne Parrott, from the 
University of Georgia; organic 
farmer Larry Cleverley; conven-
tional crop and livestock farmer 
Wayne Humphreys; turkey 
farmer Katie Olthoff; crop 
researcher John Schillinger; 
and Dave Murphy, of Food 
Democracy Now!
As someone in agriculture, 
I see the value of communica-
tion and an open dialogue with 
consumers about where their 
food comes from. We should all 
know what is being served on 
our plates and the route that it 
took to get there.
I sincerely hope you can 
make time to join the event in 
person, or online, on Tuesday, 
Nov. 19, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at 
the Scheman Building. Parking 
will be available at no cost on 
the north side of the Scheman 
Building.
Follow U.S. Farmers and 
Ranchers Alliance on Twitter 
@USFRA using #FoodD, or on 
Facebook. at www.facebook.
com/usfarmersandranchers. 
Iowa Corn’s social channels 
will also be covering the event 
on Twitter @iowa_corn and on 
Facebook at www.facebook.
com/IowaCorn.
Statistics show that 
the majority of American 
family homes purchase 
and play video games, and 
a theory I’ve been hearing 
too much about suggests 
that these games are ca-
pable of promoting various 
actions in their viewers.
Whether you play 
video games or not, can 
you imagine that a child 
would feel efficient with 
agriculture simply because 
they have played a simu-
lated farming game? Can 
you be led to believe that 
a teenager is capable of 
arming and firing a high-
caliber weapon simply be-
cause they have witnessed 
a simulated soldier do so?
Next, can you con-
ceive that an individual 
can become capable of 
murdering another human 
being because they have 
experienced this scenario 
in a virtual world of graph-
ics and programming?
For those who are 
quick to offer blame or 
know little of the ongoing 
debate, I want to explicitly 
state that spontaneous 
violence cannot be solely 
based on video games 
played by an individual. 
If they must be classified, 
video games may be called 
only stimulants for a previ-
ously established condition 
of mind.
They do not instigate 
erratic behavior in our 
youth — period — and I 
believe that readers need to 
be made aware of the facts.
First off, I believe that 
readers need to understand 
the resources available 
for evaluating video game 
content. One such resource 
is the Entertainment 
Software Rating Board; 
they assign age and 
content ratings to assist 
customers in knowing a 
video game’s content and 
have been helping con-
sumers, including parents, 
with their buying decisions 
for almost 20 years.
Ratings from the rating 
board are shown directly 
on the case of any and all 
games, and in 2009, a study 
on the its rating system 
by the Federal Trade 
Commission found that 
87 percent of parents were 
satisfied with the system 
and frequently employed it 
in their buying decisions.
With this information, 
how can we ethically blame 
video games when we also 
admit to both understand 
and agree with the rat-
ing system that exists to 
educate us?
This could lead into a 
discussion of parents and 
their obligation to defend 
their children from the ef-
fects of explicit stimulants. 
How can we con-
sciously lay the blame of 
youth violence on video 
games when it is widely 
known that parents are the 
controllers of the media 
reaching the youth to begin 
with?
My greatest point of 
discord concerning this 
nationwide disagreement 
is my belief in personal 
liability for one’s actions. 
Can we believe that an 
individual can become 
incapable of differentiating 
between reality and fantasy 
after immersion into a 
video game?
To answer this 
question, we turn to the 
scientific and quantitative 
side of the issue. In an ex-
periment using functional 
magnetic resonance imag-
ing, scientists hoped to 
tell if the brain underwent 
deprivation of the ability 
to reason between real and 
fake when taking part in 
violent video games, and 
their results indicated that 
this inherent ability to 
separate fantasy and reality 
was not at all hindered.
This information im-
parts us with the evidence 
necessary to determine 
that an individual is fully 
accountable for their ac-
tions even after the prac-
tice of violent video games.
Claims have been 
made and refuted repeat-
edly that video game 
use results in aggressive 
behavior in its consum-
ers; however, excessive 
information also exists that 
negates the idea that video 
games are wholly indicted 
for youth violence.
If we do not edu-
cate our community, the 
problem will only continue 
to grow out of hand, and 
instead of searching for the 
true cause of our problem, 
we will simply continue 
lashing out on a form 
of media that does not 
deserve the brunt of our 
blame.
Recreation Services
Winter Excursion to Colorado ,
Cross Country Skiing/Snow
Shoeing/Yurt Camping
January 4th– January 9th
ice climbing and cross country skiing in 
colorado
january 3rd - january 11th
Hiking and Caving in the Southwest
January 3rd- January 11th
Ski/Snowboard in Steamboat Springs, CO
January 6th– 10th
Rock Climbing and Ziplining  Arkansas
November 22nd - 27th  
Bears vs. vikings bus trip
for more info, 
email russ jones: 
rejones@iastate.edu
Prices: 
Pass holders $75, 
non pass holders $90
DATE: Dec 1st
Depart - 7AM
Return - 8PM 
When:
Mondays 3-6
thursdays 3-6
Where:
State Gym, Outdoor rec program
www.recservices.iastate.edu/outdoors/bikerepair
Outdoor Recreation
Group Fitness
Play to Win!
Dec 2 -
Dec 13th
Intramurals
500 Card Tournament
 Sat. Dec. 14th @ 11 am
 entry deadline: Wed. Dec. 11th
Football Bowl Pick’em
 online entries open Thurs. Dec. 12th 
 & close Sat. Dec. 21st @ noon
bicycle repair
Program
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Sophomore Ashley Christopherson argues that video games 
too often are blamed for players’ violent acts and that users 
should take more responsibility for their own actions.
Ashley Christopherson 
is a sophomore in pre-
biological, pre-medical 
illustration.
Kalli Weber is a freshman  
in agronomy.
‘Food Dialogues’ to stress importance of food knowledge
Video games a stimulant, not a reason for violent acts
Letters to the editor
Iowa State Daily
Barack Obama addresses students Aug. 28, 2012, on Central Campus. Recently, Obama has 
focused on funding for higher education and making college for affordable for students.
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out of foster care in 2001 and was 
found dead in the Des Moines 
River a few months later. It raises 
money for homeless youth and 
honors Reggie’s loss, O’Berry said.
“About 130 different camp-
ers experience homelessness for 
one night by sleeping out here 
and construct different shelters,” 
O’Berry said. “Some have tarps 
and tents, others just bring sleep-
ing bags with them.”
There is also a design contest 
where different groups build dif-
ferent structures and buildings 
out of cardboard, O’Berry said.
For this year’s event, eight to 
10 ISU students gathered to par-
ticipate in the contest and raise 
money for the cause.
“Four years ago, we built a 
500-square-foot version of the 
Iowa capital building,” said Ryan 
Francois. “So the question was, 
how could we top this?”
In the end, they decided 
to build a giant Lego man with 
multiple stories made to sleep 22 
people.
“Everyone keeps asking me 
where we got the insane idea 
from, and I really wish I had an 
answer for that,” Francois said. 
“I have to admit, at first we didn’t 
fully grasp how large it would 
be. Planning the whole thing on 
paper is one thing, but once you 
start building it out, you all of 
a sudden realize, ‘Oh my God, 
that’s huge.’”
The ISU students teamed up 
with students of Johnston High 
School, including Francois’ little 
brother. Francois said they raised 
around $6,500 in the process.
“All of our material was do-
nated as well,” Francois said. “We 
had close to 100 carpet tubes for 
the main structural frame and 
a lot of cardboard for the siding 
and the different levels.”
Francois said the group as-
sembled the different compo-
nents of the Lego man at a ware-
house in Granger, Iowa. They had 
about eight days, so the team 
never really had time to think 
about giving up.
“This is the whole reason 
why I study engineering in a 
nutshell,” said Ryan Betters, ju-
nior in civil engineering. “In the 
classroom, you’re stuck with your 
piece of paper, but this is actual 
creativity and going like, ‘Hey, I’m 
actually doing something.’ It’s 
amazing.”
Ben Jacobson, graduate in 
industrial and manufacturing 
systems, said the most important 
part is the cause.
“For me, it’s like playing 
Legos on a huge scale. Also, it’s 
the least we can do to help home-
less kids out on the streets,” 
Jacobson said. “I feel blessed that 
I can go to Iowa State, and I could 
never imagine what it’s like being 
without a home.”
ISU senator Matt McCoy set 
up his tent right next to the Lego 
man to observe the construction.
“It is unlike anything I have 
ever seen before. All the work 
those kids put into this and all the 
money they raised for the good 
cause; it’s simply marvelous,” 
McCoy said. “That’s exactly what 
makes Reggie’s so wonderful.”
Apart from the Lego man, 
other groups showcased their 
creativity in their own cardboard 
constructions as well. Boy Scouts, 
greek chapters and schools built 
igloos, cars and entire houses.
In the end, Francois’ team 
and their Lego man won the con-
test in the category “Best design,” 
while team AMP (Achieving 
Maximum Potential) won the 
overall box contest with a replica 
of a car. Most members of AMP 
had lived and slept in a car at 
some point in their lives.
“At around 4:30 a.m., rain 
came down hard, but the spirits 
of everyone involved stayed up 
high,” O’Berry said.
To date, the Iowa Homeless 
Youth Centers has raised 
about $114,000 for their cause. 
Donations still will be accepted 
in the coming months.
“We are very grateful to ev-
ery group for doing this and mak-
ing Reggie’s so successful again,” 
O’Berry said. “Homelessness still 
is a hidden issue, and it needs to 
be addressed.”
 ■ The 27.8 foot tall lego man was  
made entirely out of cardboard.
 ■ The head alone was 8 feet tall.
 ■ It could sleep 22 people.
 ■ The team raised $6,500 for the cause.
 ■ The team had eight days to  
construct the giant Lego man.
Lego man facts
1
3
2
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
The cardboard head of Lego man at Reggie’s Sleepout at Drake Stadium measures more than  
8 feet tall. The construction was dreamed up by Ryan Francois, senior in civil engineering.
Courtesy of Ryan Betters
The Lego man towers over the participants of Reggie’s Sleepout at Drake Stadium. ISU students 
were among those involved in constructing the Lego man for homelessness awareness.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Ryan Francois, left, and Max Fisher, apply ropes to Lego man’s head. The annual event is in honor 
of Reggie Kelsey, who was found dead after in the Des Moines River after aging out of foster care.
LEGO MAN
2
1
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from the state of Iowa and its effectiveness. 
She said the funding for the Iowa Grant pro-
gram is decreasing.
“In 2002-03, we received an allocation 
of $147,343 in that program. A decade later 
we’re at $124,171, and maximum grant for 
that is $1,000, so I serve 120 equal students 
with that,” Johnson said.
Concerns were expressed about the 
potential ranking system which would de-
termine how much federal funding colleges 
receive. Gabby Williams, speaker of the 
Government of the Student Body Senate at 
Iowa State, said there is much more to be 
considered in rankings than what happens 
in the classroom.
“We have tons of clubs; we have our 
student body government; we have just a 
plethora of things at our schools,” Williams 
said.
Harkin said he is unsure how all de-
partments within colleges can be ranked 
effectively.
“How do you rate a college on the per-
formance of their philosophy department?” 
Harkin said.
He also said community colleges must 
be an integral part of the ratings system.
Williams expressed concerns about a 
rating system that would require students 
to complete a certain percentage of studies 
before they receive funding.
“A lot of students, especially at Iowa 
State University, are in the engineering pro-
grams and are in STEM programs and ar-
chitecture. These majors take five years at 
least,” Williams said.
Williams also said similar concerns lie 
for students who start college and do not 
know exactly what they want to do, result-
ing in changing majors one or more times.
Common themes throughout the fo-
rum included questions and concerns 
about rating colleges in part based on earn-
ings of alumni, especially from students 
and faculty from Northern Iowa.
“Teachers do not earn as much as in-
come as many other professionals,” said 
Victoria Hurst, director of governmental 
relations for the UNI Student Government.
More information can be found at 
www.ed.gov/college-affordability. Those 
wishing to share their thoughts on the pro-
posal can do so at collegefeedback@ed.gov.
With the biggest stage of the 
nonconference schedule at hand, 
it was a perfect storm for the ISU 
men’s basketball team who upset 
No. 7 Michigan 77-70.
Top recruiting target Rashad 
Vaughn was in the house along 
with several others. Dick Vitale 
was calling his first game at Hilton 
Coliseum, and more than 25 NBA 
scouts were in attendance.
Vaughn kept everything close 
to the chest speaking to the media 
before the game.
He did reveal, however, that 
out of every school that is actively 
recruiting him, he probably has 
had the best relationships with 
the coaches at Iowa State, where 
coach Fred Hoiberg and assistant 
coach Matt Abdelmassih have 
been actively pursuing him since 
early high school.
“Probably here, because 
they’ve been recruiting me since 
ninth grade,” Vaughn said about 
where he has the best athletic 
connections. “I’ve got a good rela-
tionship with them.”
So what is the biggest factor 
in Vaughn’s recruitment? What is 
the most important thing to him?
“Really, relationships and 
where I fit most,” Vaughn said. 
“Where I come in and fit in, that’s 
what it’s really going to come 
down to.”
Vaughn said he will be tak-
ing all five of his official visits left 
this season, with UNLV and North 
Carolina still coming in the near 
future.
Vaughn was at Hilton 
Coliseum for one of the biggest 
games Iowa State has had dur-
ing the nonconference schedule, 
with Vitale calling, NBA scouts 
watching and national runner-
up No. 7 Michigan playing on the 
other side.
“Man, it’s going to be crazy. 
They lined up outside out there 
last night so it should be a crazy 
atmosphere,” Vaughn said. “This 
is one of the best places to play. 
The fans, the fans are amazing so 
you can see that.”
Iowa State’s lone fall signee 
Clayton Custer, a 6-foot-1-inch 
guard from Wichita, Kan., was 
another visiter for the game along 
with Jameel Mckay, Alex Illikainen 
and Vaughn.
With Custer already having 
signed in national letter of intent, 
he played the role of recruiter and 
tried to pitch to Vaughn why Iowa 
State was the place for him.
After Naz Long did his best 
Tyrus McGee impressing, hitting 
a 3-pointer at the top of the key 
to make it 67-62, 61 seconds lat-
er he attempted a fading corner 
3-pointer that Hoiberg character-
ized as missing by “about 6 feet.”
Instead of laying into Long, 
Hoiberg simply let him know it 
wasn’t a good shot and moved on 
to the next play.
Custer took the opportunity 
to show Vaughn another reason 
why he wants to play for Hoiberg.
“There was a time when 
Naz [Long] took a questionable 
shot [corner three air ball] and 
Hoiberg just said, ‘Come on Naz,’ 
and didn’t really get mad at him,” 
Custer said. “I pointed that out to 
Rashad [Vaughn] that Hoiberg’s 
not going to rip into you for tak-
ing those shots; he’s not going to 
make a scene out of it.”
Custer said he was sure not to 
try and push Vaughn about join-
ing him in Ames, but he did say he 
liked what he saw from how Iowa 
State’s top recruiting target car-
ried himself.
“I think he feels really com-
fortable at Iowa State,” Custer 
said. “Rashad seemed like he 
was having fun at the game so it 
seems like it’s a possibility, hope-
fully he liked it and maybe he’ll 
come our way.
“There’s no way you could’ve 
picked a better game for him to 
attend.”
As the pace car came down 
the home stretch, many fans 
expected a crowd of runners 
behind it in a close battle to win 
the 6K women’s race. But in-
stead, there was only one.
ISU sophomore Crystal 
Nelson finished the Midwest 
Regional cross-country meet in 
first place with a time of 20:12. 
The next closest time was al-
most nine seconds after Nelson 
crossed the finish line.
“I was not thinking I would 
be here at all when I came into 
college,” Nelson said. “I didn’t 
even know I was going to love it, 
but the coaches really believed 
in me. It was a definite goal of 
mine.”
The Cyclones finished 
the meet with 39 points, win-
ning their fourth consecutive 
Midwest Regional meet. They 
will all be competing at the 
NCAA Championships on Nov. 
23 in Terre Haute, Ind.
“I really think that’s when 
you start talking about a leg-
acy,” said ISU coach Andrea 
Grove-McDonough regarding 
the team’s fourth win. “I think 
we’re trying to show not just 
the state of Iowa, but the entire 
country that Iowa State is here 
to stay. We are going to contin-
ue to be a strong program, and 
keep attracting the athletes that 
want to be a part of a tradition 
like we have here.”
Senior Samantha Bluske re-
turned to the ISU lineup Friday 
after suffering a stress fracture 
in her foot earlier in the season. 
She took 13th place overall, and 
impressed McDonough with 
her performance coming off the 
injury.
With the prospect of this 
being her last collegiate cross-
country race, Bluske was grate-
ful she got to run on her home 
course one last time.
“It was so exciting. It went 
by so quick,” Bluske said. “The 
energy was amazing, and you 
can just tell that Ames is a run-
ning community. It was every-
thing I wanted for my last race 
and more.”
The women weren’t the 
only ISU cross-country run-
ners qualifying for nationals. 
Mohamed Hrezi finished fourth 
in the men’s 10K race, earning 
himself a trip to the national 
meet.
“I just needed top four. 
That was my goal,” Hrezi said. 
“My goal was just to stay in the 
mix. I needed to put myself in 
the mix to place in the top four, 
and that’s what I did.”
The ISU men’s team fin-
ished third at the regional meet, 
and just missed the cut to qual-
ify for the national meet as a 
team.
Both the men’s and the 
women’s programs climbed 
high in the national rankings, 
opening the eyes of many in the 
cross-country world. 
ISU Athletic Director Jamie 
Pollard said he was extremely 
proud of what ISU coaches 
Martin Smith and Grove-
McDonough have done.
“They did more than what 
they ever thought they could 
do,” Pollard said. “That’s just a 
credit to the coaches and their 
ability to get the runners to buy 
into their system and to believe 
in themselves. 
“Good things will happen 
when they do that.”
The women’s squad and 
Hrezi will be competing at the 
national race Saturday and are 
completely confident in their 
ability to perform well on the 
national stage.
“[Nelson] is going to kick 
some butt at nationals,” Bluske 
said. “It’s great to have a front 
runner; that’s going to be a huge 
help. She is going to do some 
amazing things next weekend.”
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Crystal Nelson leads the women’s race at the NCAA Midwest Regional on Friday at the ISU Cross-Country Course.  
Nelson individually and the women’s team as a whole both took first and will advance to the NCAA Championships.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State recruit Rashad Vaughn attends the game against Michigan on Sunday at Hilton Coliseum. Vaughn and other recruits in attendance witnessed 
the Cyclones upset the No. 7 Wolverines with a final score of 77-70. “There’s no way you could’ve picked a better game for him to attend,” said Clayton 
Custer, Iowa State’s only fall signee, of Vaughn’s visit. “I think he feels really comfortable at Iowa State. ... [He] seemed like he was having fun.”
Vaughn discovers 
‘crazy atmosphere’ 
at Hilton Coliseum
Women advance 
to nationals; Hrezi 
qualifies in 10K race
By Dean Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
“I think we’re  
trying to show  
not just the state 
of Iowa but the 
entire country 
that Iowa State  
is here to stay.”
Andrea Grove-McDonough, 
ISU cross-country coach
Nelson leads team to 4th Midwest Regional title
Recruiting target attends ISU’s 77-70 upset of Michigan
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Iowa State did exactly 
what it wanted to through-
out almost the entire first 
half.
The Cyclones (1-9, 0-7 
Big 12) kept a 10-3 lead at 
Oklahoma in the waning 
minutes of the first half, 
but then the momentum 
changed. Oklahoma’s Jalen 
Saunders returned a Kirby 
Van Der Kamp punt 91 
yards for the touchdown, 
evening the score at 10-10.
“It really hurt our foot-
ball team, and I tried to 
pull them up out of that 
hole before we went to 
the locker room,” said ISU 
coach Paul Rhoads in his 
post-game radio interview, 
regarding the Oklahoma 
punt return. “Tried to do 
the same in the locker 
room heading back out, 
then they got the long run 
from scrimmage on the 
second play that added to 
that.”
On the second play 
of scrimmage in the sec-
ond half, the Sooners 
struck again, this time on 
a 69-yard burst by Damien 
Williamson. The score 
pushed Oklahoma ahead 
17-10 and an eventual final 
score of 48-10 in Norman, 
Okla.
Despite being out-
scored 38-0 in the second 
half, Iowa State had ad-
vantages in total yards (198 
to 110), first downs (12 to 
6) and time of possession 
(16:07 to 13:53) at halftime. 
What also stuck out to 
Rhoads was the play of the 
ISU offensive line, which 
was the ninth different 
combination of players in 
starting roles this season.
“That’s the first group 
I was going to talk to,” 
Rhoads said of the offen-
sive line. “They were pro-
tecting, they were opening 
up holes in the run game, 
and certainly against a 
quality opponent, maybe 
the best 30 minutes we’ve 
played to start a football 
game and the score reflect-
ed that at 29 minutes. Even 
at halftime, 10-10 against 
this football team in their 
stadium, is something to 
take in and build upon.”
Someone else Rhoads 
continues to see improve-
ment from is quarterback 
Grant Rohach. The fresh-
man started his second-
consecutive game for the 
Cyclones and finished 21-
of-34 passing for 179 yards 
and two interceptions.
Sophomore quarter-
back Sam Richardson was 
rotated into the ISU lineup 
occasionally on Saturday 
and scored the lone ISU 
touchdown on a 4-yard 
keeper in the second 
quarter.
“Our offensive line 
blocked great in that half 
and all of our running 
backs played phenom-
enally, making big gains 
for us and getting us down 
the field,” Rohach said in 
his post game radio inter-
view. “I think we put a lot 
on those guys for us having 
success in the first half.”
The ISU defense kept 
Oklahoma’s offense to just 
66 rushing yards in the first 
half, but the Sooners end-
ed the game with 405 yards 
on the ground. Oklahoma 
also had two 100-yard 
rushers including backup 
quarterback Trevor Knight, 
who entered the game in 
the first half for the injured 
Blake Bell.
ISU linebacker 
Jeremiah George said he 
feels that the difference 
in the defensive perfor-
mance from the first half 
to the second half wasn’t 
so much about what the 
Oklahoma offense was do-
ing, but what the ISU de-
fense wasn’t doing.
“For example, the 
second play of the sec-
ond half, we had a blitz,” 
George said. “I gave it away 
a little bit, but guys were 
supposed to come down 
and replace and we were 
one man short on a lot of 
the big run plays so that’s 
what hurt us.”
Question: How does a team win 
when they can’t score? 
Answer: They don’t.
The No. 8 Cyclone Hockey 
team (16-3-1, 6-2-0 CSCHL) put this 
Q-and-A to the test in its weekend 
series against No. 2 Minot State (10-
4-1). The Cyclones were able to limit 
the Beavers, who have averaged 5.2 
goals per game this season, to only 
two goals in the entire series.
The Cyclones were triumphant, 
as they beat the Beavers 2-1 on Friday 
and again won 4-1 on Saturday at the 
Ames/ISU Ice Arena. With these two 
wins, the Cyclones become the first 
team to sweep the Beavers this year.
Another first for Iowa State is 
that no other team has been able to 
limit Minot State to only two goals in 
a series. ISU coach Al Murdoch said 
goalie Matt Cooper and great play 
from the ISU defense are to be given 
credit.
“[Cooper] is playing outstand-
ing,” Murdoch said. “I think that 
there is pretty good chemistry be-
tween him and the defensemen right 
now. And the shots that the opposing 
teams are getting are lower percent-
age shots.”
Cooper, who has saved 93 per-
cent of shots on goal this season, was 
able to stop 51 of 53 shots on net in 
the series against Minot State. He 
said in practice for the series, he was 
preparing to be more aware of every-
one on the ice to prevent the Beavers 
from scoring easy shots.
Cooper said he also believes the 
chemistry between him and the de-
fensemen is helping stop opponents 
from scoring. And to him, commuta-
tion is the key to this chemistry.
“It definitely takes a little time 
every year to get the feel of the team 
and the guys on that D,” Cooper said. 
“[The defense and I] have good com-
mutation going. Whether it is me 
playing the puck behind the net or 
picking up on guys in the backdoor, 
we have been executing very well.”
In the second game of the se-
ries, the ISU offense was able to give 
Cooper some breathing room by 
scoring four goals. But for Cooper, a 
two-goal lead is enough.
“Personally, once we get that 
two-goal lead, I feel like we have al-
ready won the game because I feel 
I can shut them down after that,” 
Cooper said. “Once we got that third 
goal, I knew we were in it to win it.”
Forward Jon Feavel, who had one 
goal in the series against the Beavers, 
said without Cooper in front of the 
net, the two games against Beavers 
could have been a lot different.
“[Cooper] is leading the charge,” 
Feavel said. “He stops a lot of key 
shots, and he does it pretty timely. 
He’s stopping hard shots when we 
need him to, which changes the mo-
mentum of the game.”
Caitlin Ellingson/Iowa State Daily
Senior Jon Feavel drives the puck in the game against the Minot State Beavers on 
Saturday at the Ames/ISU Ice Arena. Cyclone Hockey swept the Beavers in the both 
weekend matches, with 2-1 win Friday and a 4-1 win Saturday.
Strong goalkeeping, defensive play lifts 
Cyclone Hockey to sweep of Minot State
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
File: Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Quarterback Grant Rohach throws the ball against TCU on Nov. 9 at Jack Trice Stadium. Rohach 
started in this weekend’s game against Oklahoma, finishing 21-of-34 passing for 179 yards.
By Dylan.Montz
@iowastatedaily.com
2nd-half slump stalls Iowa State against Oklahoma
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The weekend proved to be 
a busy one for the ISU wrestling 
team.
After a double dual on Friday 
night with Midland and Big 12 foe 
West Virginia turned out victori-
ous for the Cyclones, they started 
out their season with a perfect 4-0 
record — the first time since the 
2010 season.
“We had a little improvement 
from last week,” said ISU coach 
Kevin Jackson. “I think the guys 
competed at a high level, and they 
didn’t compete down to their op-
ponents’ level. But all in all we im-
proved from last week. It’s a work 
in progress.”
Iowa State then had its short-
est turnaround so far this season. 
The Cyclones hosted the Harold 
Nichols Cyclone Open on Saturday 
morning, which featured 21 teams 
from across the Midwest.
Some thought having such 
a short break between matches 
would hurt the wrestlers, but red-
shirt senior Kyven Gadson knew 
better.
“It just makes me make 
weight twice,” Gadson joked. “It 
was kind of a warmup match [on 
Friday], going into [Saturday]. It’s 
a good way to get our confidence 
going and get you flowing into 
[Saturday].”
The Cyclones advanced 12 
wrestlers to the quarterfinals of 
the tournament, and 10 to the 
semifinals.
“We’re still young, but we have 
some potential. We have some po-
tential and can get really good,” 
Jackson said. “You can take away 
that we have some youth that can 
wrestle. That’s what this event is 
for, to go through a whole day of 
wrestling facing different levels of 
competition. It’s all just practice 
until March.”
In the end, five ISU wrestlers 
advanced to the championship 
match. Out of those five, just one 
came away with a meet title.
No. 4 Mike Moreno went 5-0 
on the day and defeated his op-
ponent 9-3 in the championship 
match to bring home his second-
consecutive Harold Nichols title.
“It felt really good to get out 
here and get a tournament under 
your belt,” Moreno said. “These 
tournaments are a grind, man; they 
really are. But that’s what you have 
to do. They’re a great early season 
test to see where I’m really at.”
Gadson, Gabe Moreno and 
Tanner Weatherman also made 
it to the championship match in 
their respective weight classes but 
failed to take home a title.
John Nicholson, who also 
made it to the 157-pound cham-
pionship match, withdrew before 
competing in the final. ISU offi-
cials said it was just a precaution-
ary measure, in order to keep him 
healthy for the remainder of the 
season.
Whether it performed like it 
wanted to or not on Saturday, the 
ISU wrestling team is already look-
ing forward.
“It’s like [coach Jackson] al-
ways says: No time to hang your 
head in defeat, and little time to 
celebrate,” Gabe Moreno said. “I’ll 
wake up tomorrow, and it’ll be a 
new week. We will have already 
moved on to Old Dominion.”
Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
Gabe Moreno power slams his opponent during the double dual  
on Friday at Hilton Coliseum. During Sunday’s Harold Nichols 
Open, Moreno fell in his championship match at 141 pounds.
Team still ‘work in progress’ 
after Harold Nichols Open
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
Mike Moreno finds 
Cyclones’ sole title  
in weekend event
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EARN WHERE YOU LEARN!
Senior Advertising Account Executive
Part-Time / Graduate Students / Internship Candidates
When was the last time you were PAID to go to school? 
How would you like to have unlimited earning potential while taking a class?
General Description:
The Senior Advertising Account Executive targets potential advertising clients 
and develops relationships in order to acquire new advertising accounts, as well 
as maintains relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential 
advertising accounts. He/she liaises closely with his/her clients throughout 
ad campaigns, often on a daily basis. He/she manages administrative and ad 
campaign work, ensuring that everything is completed on time, on budget, and 
meets the customers’ expectations.
Responsibilities:
1. Manage a portfolio of accounts to build assigned territory and increase market 
share; Maintain electronic and printed client account records.
2. Achieve sales targets, relying on extensive experience and judgment to plan 
and accomplish goals.
3. Meet and liaise with clients to discuss and identify their advertising 
requirements. 
4. Make “pitches” to try to win new business for the agency.
5. Work with Sales & Marketing Director to devise an advertising campaign that 
meets the client's brief and budget. Become and remain familiar with a variety 
of the field's concepts, practices, and procedures.
6. Present creative work to clients to obtain approval and/or modification.
7. Lead and direct the work of other Advertising Account Executives; Act as a 
mentor and trainer with junior staff members.
8. Brief media, creative, and research staff, and assist with the formulation of 
marketing and ad campaign strategies.
9. Act as the link between the client and agency by maintaining regular contact 
with both, negotiating with clients and agency staff about the details of 
campaigns, and ensuring that communication flows effectively.
10. Monitor the effectiveness of campaigns; Deliver and present client reports.
11. Complete administrative work, as required.
Apply at:
http://www.iowastatedaily.com/apply/
Iowa State Daily, 108 Hamilton Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Send Inquiries To:
apply@iowastatedaily.com
Skills:
• Excellent spoken and written communication skills
• Strong presentation and negotiation skills
• Confidence, tact, and a persuasive manner
• Excellent organizational and time management skills
• Excellent “people skills,” for working with a range of colleagues and clients
• Ability to meet deadlines and reach goals
• A professional manner
• Excellent business sense
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
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Today’s Birthday 
(11/18/13) 
Your muses inspire you this 
year, especially in autumn and 
next April. These creative bursts 
boost career and finances, with 
a late summer megaphone. 
Partnership holds it all together, 
supporting all this growth. Apply 
discipline to your art, and this 
passion infuses everything. Travel 
for new philosophies and flavors. 
Document and express. Share 
what you love.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- You love doing 
what you know how to do for 
the next few days, which helps 
you realize your own value. And 
that impacts your finances in a 
positive way. Associates become 
entranced. Imagine the perfect 
moment.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- Go after money 
shamelessly, but with integrity. 
Your value is becoming more 
apparent, and your work more 
public. Your team depends upon 
you to cheer and encourage 
them. Friends inspire in turn.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20)
Today is a 9 -- You’re getting 
stronger (and more impatient). 
Use new powers for your benefit 
and also for your community. 
There is extra satisfaction in 
performing an anonymous good 
deed. What goes around comes 
around.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22) 
Today is an 8 -- No need to 
stress over the small stuff, even 
if tempted. Conserve your 
resources. Find strength in 
nature. A bit of meditation can 
go a long way, or a walk down a 
mountain trail. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22) 
Today is a 9 -- Launch your 
adventure or next project soon. 
Love the new you. A conflict with 
a partner provides opportunity 
to rebuild your friendship. 
Someone’s trying to contribute. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is a 7 -- You’re entering 
a turning point regarding your 
responsibilities. Work could 
interfere with pleasure, and you’d 
have to choose. Don’t lose sight 
of the horizon. Investigate the 
possibilities of partnership and 
delegation. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Today is an 8 -- You have 
itchy feet. Go ahead, you 
can take new ground. Travel 
looks adventurous, and well 
worth the experience. Study 
your destination, including 
local traditions and cultural 
philosophy. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- The more you 
learn, and the more you’re willing 
to grow, the more attractive you 
become. Track calls, orders and 
income carefully. Don’t be misled 
by a fantasy. Avoid weakening 
what you’ve already built.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Today is an 8 -- You get a bright 
idea in the shower. Polish your 
presentation and change 
another’s perception. Whatever 
you choose to do today, it’s 
better with a partner, a caring 
soul there to help you in case of 
unexpected circumstances.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
 Today is a 7 -- Don’t worry about 
money. Get busy instead and 
find ways to add to your bottom 
line. The more you learn, the 
more you earn. Take pictures. 
Serve others. Send them off with 
a smile.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Your work 
routine is shifting; find 
opportunities despite temporary 
setbacks. Overall, life’s getting 
a whole lot easier. The perfect 
solution appears. Instinct reveals 
the best timing. Have fun with it.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 -- Turn your 
attention toward home. It’s not 
too late to have that party you 
wanted. A secret idea pays off. 
Let go of an old fear. You can 
learn how to fix what’s broken. 
Include seasonal culinary 
delights.
1 Michael who plays 
Alfred in many Bat-
man movies
6 Mess maker
10 Remote
13 Lightweight 
synthetic
14 Nothing, in Nica-
ragua
15 Scheme in which 
three of four lines 
rhyme
16 First two reindeer 
named in Rudolph’s 
song
19 Jai __
20 Fury
21 Baseball legend 
Mickey
22 It has a trunk but 
no wheels
24 Layered cookie
25 Use a mouse to 
move a file between 
folders, say
30 Queue between 
Q and U
33 Charged, infantry-
style
34 The Beatles’ “Ab-
bey __”
35 Administer, as 
justice, with “out”
36 Eden exile
37 Thorax organs
38 Thor’s father
39 Book part
40 Former Atlanta 
arena
41 Lopsided
42 Make a typo
43 List of behavioral 
recommendations
45 Cry of dismay
47 Ten-speed unit
48 Prisoner
50 “How can __ sure?”
51 Ring of light
55 2003 prequel sub-
titled “When Harry 
Met Lloyd”
58 Many Keats poems
59 Stunt rider Knievel
60 Sprinkles or 
drizzles
61 Was in first
62 “Don’t touch that 
__!”
63 Supplement
1 Sonata ending
2 Inland Asian sea
3 “Casablanca” 
heroine
4 Diamond gem
5 Santa Barbara-to-
Las Vegas dir.
6 Marching band per-
cussion instruments
7 Freeway division
8 Unusual
9 Snits
10 Accounted for, as 
during calculations
11 36-Across’ second 
son
12 Steak request
15 Diarist Frank
17 Nothing, in Nice
18 50-and-over org.
23 Critter before or 
after pack
25 Fall in folds
26 Plane tracker
27 Made “talent” from 
“latent,” e.g.
28 Prima __
29 1980 De Niro film 
about a boxer
31 Clown heightener
32 Camp shelters
35 British heavy metal 
band with the album 
“Ace of Spades”
37 Not as tight as 
before
41 Cavity filler’s org.
43 Census gathering
44 Regard
46 Research sites
48 Revered enter-
tainer
49 Naked
50 Inventor’s spark
52 Bone-dry
53 Gave for a while
54 Roughly
56 506, in old Rome
57 Bikini top
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
ANNOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTS
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
HELR WANTED
FOR RENT
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM  Paid survey 
takers needed in Ames. 100% free to 
join. Click on surveys.
Journeymen Electrician and Electri-
cian Helpers  Wisconsin Based Co. 
Looking to hire Journeymen Electri-
cian for multi family project starting 
in November. Please provide proof of 
License and Experience. Traveling a 
MUST! Also looking to hire Electrician 
Helpers, Traveling a MUST! Send 
resume to PO Box 1642, Rhinelander 
WI 54501. Or call for more informa-
tion 715-362-9410  Email kadlec-
windy@gmail.com
Independent Students: You may 
qualify for reduced rent or even free! 
1 or 2 BR apts for rent in Nevada, Hux-
ley, & Boone Rental Assistance and 
Utility Allowance is available, onsite 
laundry, no pets This institution is an 
equal opportunity employer and 
provider Handicap Accessible/Equal 
Housing Opportunity Call 515-290-
2613 or visit us at www.tlproperties-
iowa.com
for a place to live?
Looking
(Check out the Iowa State Daily for 
latest openings in Ames.)
or online at www.iowastatedaily.com
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